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Words matter. That’s one of the key
messages of “Darkest Hour,” in which
Gary Oldman embodies - fiercely

and memorably - the legendary Winston
Churchill, who rallied his country with soaring
oratory when Britain’s very survival was at
stake. But the same man who uttered indelible
phrases like “I have nothing to offer but blood,
toil, tears and sweat” - and many others - was
also a human being, the film argues, with fears
and doubts and insecurities and flaws. “Just be
yourself,” Churchill’s wife, Clementine (a briskly
effective Kristin Scott Thomas) advises him as
he heads off, full of jitters, to meet the king and
become the wartime prime minister. Later, he
raises a glass with Clementine, with a fervent
wish: “Here’s to not buggering it up.”

“Buggering it up” was certainly a risk - both
for Churchill, and for Oldman or any actor
attempting to embody the great man. It’s hard
enough to portray a revered real-life figure - and
harder yet with such a larger-than-life persona,
physically and otherwise. It won’t be a surprise
to fans of the skilled Oldman that he avoids mim-
icry or caricature, and it’s an even better treat
that he’s able to so adeptly balance conviction
with doubt, courage with fear, and gravity with
humor. (Kudos are due as well to the superb
makeup by Kazuhiro Tsuji, jowls and all.)

Political woes 
“Darkest Hour,” directed by Joe Wright and

written by Anthony McCarten, focuses on one

month in 1940 that saw Churchill rise to office
and face down his political foes and a wary
British monarch as he navigated the threat of
looming war against Adolf Hitler’s forces.
Though Wright is known for his sweeping film-
making in another war film, “Atonement,” here
he focuses not on the beaches of Dunkirk but
on dimly lit interiors like the underground war
rooms at Westminster Palace, the halls of

Parliament, and Churchill’s own bedroom.
The film is, in a sense, a companion piece -

by way of timing, at least - to Christopher
Nolan’s “Dunkirk,” released in the summer.
While Nolan focused on the action, Wright
focuses on the talk - specifically how Churchill,
in the words of one frustrated opponent, “mobi-
lized the English language and sent it into bat-
tle.” He wasn’t the first choice to be prime min-
ister - not of his party, and certainly not of a
skeptical King George VI (an excellent Ben
Mendelsohn). But Parliament, as we learn at the
beginning of the film, had lost confidence in the
ailing Neville Chamberlain, and Churchill was a
compromise solution.

He enters office as France and Belgium
are on the brink of falling to the Nazis, and
most of  the Brit ish Army is  stranded at
Dunkirk. The new prime minister is forced to
make an agonizing decision: try to negotiate
a dubious peace, as Chamberlain desired, or
fight - and risk the deaths of a generation of
young Bri t ish men. He’s  hated by
Chamberlain and his sidekick, Lord Halifax,
and doubted by the king, who (initially) finds

him scary and unpredictable.

Moments of levity 
It’s fun to watch the lunch meeting between

the restrained king and Churchill, a man of
great appetites - and a famous thirst. When the
king asks how he can drink during the day, the
prime minister replies: “Practice.” There are
many such moments of humor, including when
Churchill first meets his new young secretary,
Elizabeth Layton (Lily James), and inadvertently
flashes his privates under his nightshirt. Or
when he warns her as he exits the shower: “I’m
coming out in a state of nature!” He’s also
shown on the toilet, shouting out that he cannot
speak to the Lord Privy Seal because he is
“sealed on The Privy.”

Despite such comic moments, which Oldman
attacks with gusto, the film’s mood is urgent
and dire. The United States cannot help
because of neutrality agreements; in a dispirit-
ing phone call with Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
US president notes: “It must be late there.”
Churchill replies: “In more ways than you can
possibly know.” Ultimately - as we all know -

Churchill decides to fight on, and to declare
“We will never surrender.” What gets him
there? Partly, a ride on the London
Underground. The prime minister decides to
ditch his aides and take the Tube to
Westminster, and on the way, to chat with some
commonfolk. To a person, they agree with him
that the country must never surrender to the
forces of evil.

There are two problems with this scene.
First, it’s rather corny. The second is that it nev-
er happened. The filmmakers do warn that some
material has been fictionalized. But some may
be disappointed to learn that one of the most
pivotal scenes in the film was manufactured.
Oldman’s performance, though, which has
launched him to the forefront of awards season
chatter, triumphs over any such qualms. The last
few years have seen a number of notable
Churchill interpretations. Oldman has set the
bar higher stil l . “Darkest Hour,” a Focus
Features release, is rated PG-13 by the Motion
Picture Association of America “for some the-
matic material.” Running time: 125 minutes.
Three stars out of four. — AP 

Oldman gives us a human Churchill in ‘Darkest Hour’

This weekend marks the 75th anniver-
sary of the premiere of “Casablanca,” a
timeless story of love, loss and

redemption many consider to be the greatest
movie ever made. Rushed onscreen at New
York’s Hollywood Theater on November 26,
1942 to capitalize on the Allied invasion of
North Africa, it was a slow burner at the box
office but went on to win hearts worldwide-
and a best picture Oscar.

The story is iconic: a devastating romance
starring Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid
Bergman as Rick Blaine and Ilsa Lund, star-
crossed lovers whose union must be sacri-
ficed for the sake of fighting the Nazis. Nora
Fiore, who runs the “Nitrate Diva” classic film
blog, says “Casablanca” is about the triumph

of idealism over cynicism, pointing to the
passion of the supporting cast, many of
whom were refugees who had fled Nazi per-
secution. “Sugarcoated though it is,
‘Casablanca’ offers up an allegory of America
shedding its isolationism and selfishness and
sticking its neck out to help others, especially
refugees,” she told AFP. The Oscar-winning
screenplay by Howard Koch, Julius Epstein
and his twin brother Philip is as remarkable
for the sheer number of catchphrases it
spawned — from “Round up the usual sus-
pects” to “Here’s looking at you, kid.”

With the death last year of Madeleine
LeBeau, who played Rick’s spurned girlfriend
Yvonne, there are no surviving cast members,
but the movie’s legacy has never been in
doubt. Chosen by British parliamentarians as
their favorite film of all time in a 2006 poll,
and named the third greatest US movie a
year later by the American Film Institute, it
still packs out special screenings.

Subversive 
In 2012 Michael Curtiz’s best director

Oscar fetched $2.1 million at auction in Santa
Monica, California, while the painted upright
piano that adorned Rick’s Cafe fetched $3.4
million in New York two years later. “It is a
film that gripped audiences during the dark-

est days of World War II, and its message is
still relevant,” Amanda Garrett, an Ohio-
based writer specializing in films from
Hollywood’s golden age, told AFP.
“‘Casablanca’ puts each of its varied cast of
characters in a desperate situation-living
under a totalitarian regime-and then forces
them to decide how they will react in the face
of unimaginable evil.”

The movie came out in a more censorious
era, with polite society still scandalized by the
use of the word “damn” in “Gone with the
Wind” (1939), but “Casablanca” still managed
to be impressively subversive. Film historian
Noah Isenberg, author of the bestselling
“We’ll Always Have Casablanca,” points to
the “very sly, clever way” in which it eluded
the wrath of notorious chief film censor
Joseph Breen. “Quite a few of the lines deliv-
ered by the lecherous Captain Renault
(Claude Rains) had to be tamped down or cut
altogether,” he told AFP. “But somehow,
despite a few sternly worded memos sent by
the Breen office, producer Hal Wallis and
director Michael Curtiz managed to make the
sex-for-visa program that Renault operated
rather obvious.” Many myths have built up
over the years concerning the production, the
most common being that the famous chem-
istry between Bergman and Bogart was
based on a real-life mutual attraction.

‘Continued relevance’ 
Various family members, including the

actresses Isabella Rossellini and the late
Lauren Bacall, have insisted, however, that
neither Bogart nor Bergman thought very
much of the movie, nor of each other.
Bergman, who died at the age of 67 in 1982,
remains for many the most beautiful woman
ever to grace the silver screen, lauded for her
looks, exotic accent and naturalistic
demeanor.

She never actually wanted to make
“Casablanca” but took the role after initially
being turned down for the film she was really
interested in-”For Whom The Bell Tolls.” She
was only offered the part in “Casablanca”
after Hedy Lamarr, the preferred choice,
turned down the role. Scholars note that the
screenplay was written and rewritten dozens
of times as filming went along, meaning
Bergman didn’t know whether she would end
up with Rick or Paul Henreid’s character,
Victor Laszlo.

She pushed the screenwriters to tell her,
but they had no idea either, so Bergman was
forced to sit on the fence emotionally during
her big close-up in Rick’s Cafe-hence her
much-admired opaque facial expression.
“‘Casablanca’ showcases the strength of the
studio system, with a great director, stars,
character actors, script, cinematography, cos-
tume and set design all working in tandem to
produce an absolute joy of a movie,” film
blogger Fiore said. “It’s a testament to the
brilliance and quality of old Hollywood and
the continued relevance of the films that the
studio system produced at its best.” — AFP

You must remember 

this: ‘Casablanca’ at 75

This file photo taken on September 15, 2006
shows a tattoo artist working from a portrait of
Hollywood legends Humphrey Bogart and
Ingrid Bergman in Los Angeles. — AFP 

Denzel Washington, 62 years-old and a
seven-time Oscar nominee, is still try-
ing to get better. In Dan Gilroy’s

“Roman J. Israel, Esq.,” Washington has chal-
lenged himself with one of his most complicat-
ed and singular roles. The title character
(played by Washington) is a veteran activist
attorney. After decades spent as a brilliant
behind-the-scenes legal mind, the death of his
more renowned partner brings Israel out into
the open.

For an actor whose most powerful per-
formances (“Malcolm X,” ‘’Glory,” ‘’Training
Day”) have been monuments of power and
strength, Israel is an oddity - a loping, rum-
pled, anti-social loner who Gilroy and
Washington say has Asperger’s Syndrome.
But he’s also of a part with many of
Washington’s more recent roles (the tragic
Troy Maxson in “Fences,” the alcoholic pilot
of “Flight”) that have stretched the actor in
new directions. “I’m looking at the guy in the
mirror,” says Washington. “That’s
who I’m challenging.”

Washington met for interview
in midtown Manhattan earlier this
week during a day’s break from
shooting the thriller sequel “The
Equalizer 2” in Boston. His affec-
tion for Israel was obvious. It’s the
only movie, Washington says,
where he’s found himself quietly
pleading to his character to make
better choices. But the moves
made by Washington - arguably
the biggest movie star on the
planet - remain fascinating, too.

AP: You’ve compared Roman to “Cornel
West on the spectrum.”

Washington: Cornel is brilliant and differ-
ent. I don’t know if he’s on the spectrum but
who cares. He’s just bright and articulate and
down for the cause, and there’s a lot of that in
Roman.

AP: Where did Roman’s walk come from?
Washington: I did a lot of research on the

spectrum. In some people, it talked about a
lack of coordination - in some people, not
everyone. I was attracted to that. It was some-
thing I could physicalize. I forget how I actu-
ally got to it, but I decided to wear shoes a
couple of sizes too big. It changed everything.
It changed the way I walked, just trying to
keep them on.

AP: Did you have a feeling of starting a
new chapter after “Fences”? You spent years
performing that on Broadway and directing
the film adaptation.

Washington: Increasingly, I’m only going to
do what I want to do, professionally. So I don’t
know what I’m going to do next. Film-wise, I
don’t. I do on the stage. (Washington will
headline a revival of Eugene O’Neill’s “The
Iceman Cometh” on Broadway.) And that’s
OK. Take my time. The time I have left and the
opportunities that I have left, I understand
that that’s finite. How can I be the best that I
can be? And what interests me? Where’s the
new territory?

AP: Troy from “Fences” and Israel both

share a disconnect with younger
generations. Has that been on
your mind at all?

Washington: It’s a fact.
Whether it’s on your mind or not.
It may be on my mind, but I don’t
remember! (Laughs) There’s 365
days in a year, so 10 years is
about 3600 days. 

Twenty years is about 7200
days. I’m 62 so 20 years, 7200
days, that’s not a lot of time - if
you get 7200. You don’t know
how many you’re going to get.
You just try to do the best you

can with what you have and enjoy it.

AP: This year marks the 25th anniversary
of “Malcolm X” and like him, you’re the son of
a preacher. Do you feel as though you’ve fol-
lowed in your father’s footsteps at all?

Washington: For a time, it sent me in
another direction. That can be a pattern for
preacher’s son. 

I had to go to church, so it wasn’t fun. I
didn’t know anything different. Being a minis-
ter’s son, having grown up in the church and

learned the cadence, it was probably easier to
play that part. I had some idea of different
rhythms.

AP: I suspect you’d be good at the pulpit.
Washington: Well, it’s not performance-

based if you mean what you say. And you
better mean what you say. My father did.
He believed it with every fiber of his being.
He was a man of God and we share that.
For him, the pulpit was wherever he was.
My father was a minister and my mother
owned a beauty shop. So that seems like
perfect breeding ground for an actor. That
covers a lot!

AP: Is there you a film you saw at a young
age that changed your life?

Washington: “Super Fly”! And “Shaft.”
When I was 14, 15, “Shaft” especially. Here
was a guy - I didn’t know who he was - but he
walked around and he had his own theme
music. He had a leather jacket on. He seemed
to be in control and he was sticking it to the
man. I remember seeing those movies and you
were picking who you wanted to be: Super
Fly or Shaft. I wanted to be Shaft.  — AP 

Denzel on ‘Roman J Israel’, 
‘Malcolm X’ and ‘Shaft’

Director Dan Gilroy, left, actress Carmen Ejogo and actor Denzel Washington attend a special screen-
ing of “Roman J. Israel, Esq.” at the Henry R. Luce Auditorium on Monday, Nov. 20, 2017, in New York.

Denzel Washington at the special screening of “Roman J. Israel, Esq.” at the Henry R. Luce
Auditorium. —  AP photos 

Denzel Washington poses
for a portrait in New York.


